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MY CREDENTIALS
Мой профессиональный опыт



Who? Why? How? What?



Amberlight



International User Experience Partners (IUXP)



THE STORY
История



Amberlight’s engagement experiences



Вовлечение - что это такое?

ENGAGEMENT – WHAT IS IT?



Candy Crush Saga



Android vs. iPhone



2nd Screen Video clip: YouTube - I forgot my 
phone



Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS) Ice bucket challenge



Вовлечение - Понятие

ENGAGEMENT – DEFINITION



Dictionary definition doesn’t help



Вовлечение - В контексте UX

ENGAGEMENT – IN A UX CONTEXT



Emotion



Reward



Utility



Social



Исследование

SURVEY



UX illustrator

Designer (client side)

Designer (Freelancer)

Product manager

Designer (Agency)

UX manager (Client side)

UX practitioner (Client side)

UX practitioner (Agency)
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Who?



How many?



None

Less than 2 years

Between 2 - 4 years

Between 4 -6 years

Between 6 - 10 years

10 years or more
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How experienced?



From where?
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What does engagement mean to you?

“Emotional connection between the 
user and the service. The basic condition 
is the fulfilment of the user needs by the 
service, but this is not enough, but 
necessary for the engagement.”

Designer Agency - Brazil

“means that there are emotions moving 
between parties. It's not only "doing", it 
is "experiencing" something”

UX practitioner Client side - Canada

“describes the heart (the energy) with 
which the individual performs the task or 
tries to achieve the objective, to make 
the project move forward”

UX practitioner Agency – France

Engagement means getting 
stakeholders interested in hearing 

what users have to say. The challenge 
when people are not engaged is that 

usability issues are not taken seriously 
and don't get addressed.

UX manager Client side - UK

“Engagement means involving 
colleagues, users and stakeholders 

throughout a design process. Keeping 
them engaged means no nasty surprises 

when it comes to delivery.”

UX practitioner Agency - Australia



“means nothing to me. It's meaningless as 
a word in abstraction”

UX Practitioner Client side - UK

“Engagement is the stickiness 
which makes a visitor become a user, 
and a user a frequent user. 

UX practitioner Agency - Portugal

“User engagement is the conversion of 
users viewing your product to actually 
interacting with it.”

UX practitioner Agency, Lebanon

“Engagement should only ever count as a 
goal for design when there is a clear 

connection between ‘engagement’ and 
‘meeting my goals as a user’”

UX practitioner Agency - Spain

“The element of user experience that 
is complementary to usability. Whereas 

usability is about removing the obstacles 
that lie between the user's intent and it's 
accomplishment, engagement is about 

shaping intent.”

Designer Agency - Spain

What does engagement mean to you?
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Is engagement important for UX work?



How important is engagement for a UX project? 

“Empathy with users and usage 
situations are crucial to 

understanding user needs and 
transforming these to usable 

interfaces.”

UX manager client side - Denmark

“Because if your competition starts 
trying to actively generating 

engagement, you must do too or 
you will lose market share.”

Designer agency - Sweden

“The UCD cycle is meaningless unless 
stakeholders are engaged and accept 
the research findings or designs produced 
by the UX team. “

UX practitioner client side - UK

“It's synonymous with wanting to use an 
interface or product. Not engaging 
defeats the purpose of the design.”

UX practitioner client side - UK

“A UX practitioner works hard in order to bring about other people's happiness or 
satisfaction, e.g. enhanced usability for end-users, revenue increase for stakeholders, 
improved feasibility for developers, etc. If there is no or insufficient engagement, 
he may not be able to accomplish those goals, and his design outputs would 
not be appreciated as a viable solution.”

UX practitioner client side - UK



How do we measure Engagement?



Participants

Client side senior management

Client side project managers

Client side designers

Client side UX professionals

Freelancers

Agency designers

Agency UX consultants
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Who do you try to engage?



Participants

Client side senior management

Client side project managers

Client side designers

Client side UX professionals

Freelancers

Agency designers

Agency UX consultants
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Who do you have most trouble engaging with?



Участники

PARTICIPANTS



Common experiences



Recruitment



Visualisation
Video clip: Visual treatment before 

sessions
Video clip: Visual treatment during  sessions



Visually treated stimulus



Co-creation Video clip: Co-creation video with live 
sketching



Briefings for longitudinal studies



Cultural probes



Diary studies



Contextual visits



Role playing



Degree of control

Succ
ess

Low

Failu
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Mediu
m
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h

Ability to affect engagement

Engaging participants: Summary



UX команда со стороны клиента

CLIENT SIDE UX  TEAM



Common experiences



Highlight the effort involved Video clip: Telecom Project 
Summary



Ideation



Active testing 



Active testing (International) 



Active testing (International) 



Meet and greet sessions



Customer panels



Agile use of an international network



Client immersion



Interactive reports



Show emotional video clips



Debrief off the device, don’t use a report
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Ability to affect engagement

Engaging client side UX teams: Summary



Руководители со стороны клиента

CLIENT SIDE SENIOR MANAGERS



Common experiences



Prototyping



Benchmarking



Visual note 
taking

Video clip: Visual treatment after sessions



Customer journey maps



Storyboards



Coffee table book



Degree of control

Success

Low

Failure

Medium High

Ability to affect engagement

Engaging client side senior managers: Summary



Вы и ваши коллеги

YOU & YOUR COLLEAGUES



Common experiences



Colleagues Video clip: Zappos no job titles

Source: Temkin 
Group/
Experience 
Matters Blog  
Sept 2014



You



Degree of control

Success

Low

Failure

Medium High

Ability to affect engagement

You & your colleagues: Summary



О чём стоит задуматься

THINGS TO THINK ABOUT



Summary



Food for thought

1. Are we neglecting research that engages?

2. Can we ever truly measure engagement if we cannot 
define it?

3. Are some methods more appropriate for engagement than 
others?

4. Does engagement have a limit?

5. How do we engage client side senior managers?
6. Should it always be UXers who engage?
7. Are we barriers if we are not engaged?



It has been an honour and a privilege, thank you
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